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Let Y’ be a projective complete intersection defined over the finite field F, of 
4 = pm elements and suppose it has dimension n and a singular locus of dimension 
d. 
We prove that the number of points on Y’ with components in IF, is equal to 
4 “+‘-I q--l+ qqw+d+ lb2). 
thus generalizing the well-known estimate of Deligne for the number of points on 
a non-singular complete intersection. (c’ 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are not a few occasions in the theory of numbers when it is 
desirable to have accurate estimates for the number N of incongruent solu- 
tions of a system %? of simultaneous congruences, mod p, and, in particular, 
of a single congruence 
mod P, (1) 
where ‘p(x,, . . . . x, + , ) is a polynomial with rational integral coeffkients. 
Usually most suitably expressed in terms of the difference 
E= N-p”, (21 
where n is the dimension of the afftne variety d over F, corresponding to 
SF?, such estimates were first found in situations of some generality by 
Mordell [ 111, who showed that there were many polynomials cp in (1) 
satisfying 
E= O(p8) 
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for exponents fi less than n. Save in special situations, however, the results 
obtained by Mordell’s methods fell short of what was expected to be best 
possible, and it was only with the advent of Weil’s fundamental work that 
the estimate [13] 
E= 0( p”‘) (3) 
was attained when %? or (1) represents an absolutely irreducible afftne 
curve, mod p. Nevertheless, although (3) became the basis for the 
Lang-Weil theorem [lo] to the effect that 
E= ,(pn-1/2) (4) 
for any absolutely irreducible variety of dimension n, it was increasingly 
appreciated that the best results for n > 1 could not share the simplicity of 
the enunciation of (3) because of their likely dependence on the detailed 
geometric structure of S. Such geometrical properties being normally 
most effectively expressed through the homogeneous completion of &, 
investigators of such matters were confirmed in their previous tendency of 
transferring attention from d to the problem of determining the number v 
of points with components in a finite field F, = F,, that lie on a projective 
variety V of dimension n defined by a set of simultaneous equations with 
coefficients in F, or, indeed, some sub-field thereof. Thus it was within a 
generalization of such a context that Deligne connected v with the constitu- 
tion of Y in his celebrated developments of Weil’s theories, showing in 
particular that the analogue 
(5) 
of (2) was constrained by 
e = 0( p”‘2) (6) 
when V is a non-singular hypersurface and even, indeed, when Y is a non- 
singular complete intersection [2]. Also, as explained by Professor Katz in 
the appendix [9] he has kindly supplied for the present paper, work 
described by Deligne in [3,4] can furnish the hitherto unknown more 
general estimate 
e=O(p 1n+d+l)/2 1 (7) 
for the case where V is a complete intersection having a singular locus of 
dimension d (d is to be taken to be - 1 when V is non-singular). But the 
proof of (7) thus obtained lies much deeper than that of (6) because it 
relies on a heavier corpus of theory. 
Estimate (6) for non-singular hypersurfaces and other non-singular 
complete intersections enjoys a fame in keeping with its importance. It is 
therefore not a little surprising that (7) has not been formulated before 
despite its intrinsic interest and potential applicability. Consequently, 
having discovered the latter in response to the needs of forthcoming papers 
on cubic forms [6] and on exponential sums, we feel it desirable not only 
to stress its significance but also to make it accessible through our own 
original treatments, which do not depend on the more sophisticated parts 
of Deligne’s formidable machine. To supply two easy proofs of (7) through 
this order of ideas is therefore the primary purpose of the present paper, to 
which will be appended some comments about the applications to affrne 
hypersurfaces. Although the first proof is only presented for hypersurfaces 
for accessibility and ease of description, its method is easily extended to 
cover the general case of complete intersections that is treated in the second 
proof. 
We express our gratitude to Professor Katz for encouraging us to 
publish this work and for providing the appendix. 
The special estimate (6) is the only part of Deligne’s work to which we 
appeal. From this result for all non-singular complete intersections of any 
dimension, both methods proceed by a systematic induction that involves 
the stratification of varieties by means of their intersections with hyper- 
planes. Accordingly, our accounts must begin with discussions of the rela- 
tions between the dimensions of the singular loci of a projective complete 
intersection 3 and its intersection 2’n 6p with a hyperplane .S!. All of 
what is required here must be known to geometers and could no doubt be 
brought together after an exhaustive search of the literature. However, 
since our object is to make (7) available without the aid of recondite 
theories, it has seemed advisable to give a relatively self-contained account 
of the necessary geometrical background in unsophisticated terms-an 
undertaking made feasible by the restriction of the first proof to hypersur- 
faces and by the less geometrical nature of the second proof. And, ere we 
proceed to do this, we should emphasize that the need to consider all finite 
fields of all characteristics slightly complicates our deliberations, it no 
longer being satisfactory in the present instance to introduce the often 
legitimate restriction p > p,, because the final estimates must be valid for 
values of q = p’ with arbitrarily large exponents CC Thus, in what follows, 
the underlying geometric varieties will usually be defined over any given 
finite field [F,, while irreducibility is always to be understood as being over 
the same ground field except when it is stated to be absolute; points on 
these varieties have components in [F, or some extension thereof, according 
to the context. Also, since IF, is a perfect field, any set .Y of forms in F,[.x] 
generating the ideal belonging to such a variety Y still acts in a similar 
capacity when we algebraically extend the field over which this f. is to be 
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defined (vid. [ 14, Chap. VII] ); in particular, therefore, definitions relating 
to the singular locus of ^/ - may be expressed in terms of the partial 
derivatives of the members of F. 
2. GEOMETRICAL PRELIMINARIES MAINLY REQUIRED FOR THE FIRST PROOF 
In considering the properties of the singular loci occurring in the first 
proof, we need only consider those possessed by hypersurfaces since all 
varieties arising here originate from a given hypersurface through a 
procedure of taking successive hyperplane sections. Adopting a point of 
departure slightly different from normal, we define the singular locus of a 
(non-identical) homogeneous equation 
gbl ,...,xNtl)=O (8) 
as the projective variety Y determined by the simultaneous equations 
(9) 
whether or not the form g belong to the hypersurface w  defined by (8), or, 
in other words, have no multiple factor; here the condition g = 0 must be 
explicitly stated because it is not implied by grad g= 0 when the degree 
of g is divisible by p. Whenever of dimension d less than N, the variety Y 
is actually the singular locus of ?F as ordinarily defined in terms of the 
polynomial belonging to it, since the presence of a multiple factor h(x) in 
g(x) would imply that (9) contained the hypersurface h = 0 of dimension N. 
Thus, initial appearances not withstanding, our definition does not differ 
markedly from the usual one but enables the simplicity of g(x) to be deter- 
mined by a simple criterion, alongside which we should mention that WA 
must be absolutely irreducible whenever d 6 N - 2 since the intersection of 
dimension N- 1 of two irreducible components of PY would certainly 
satisfy (9). 
The first result we need on singular loci is one of the Bertini type. 
Although part of it is a theorem due to Zack (for the attribution, see [S], 
in which there occur references to this and similar results), we give a quick 
full proof in order to provide an entrance for later developments. 
LEMMA 1. Let ZZ’ he a non-linear’ hypersurface of dimension N having a 
singular locus of dimension d not exceeding N - 3. Then the intersection W 
’ The lemma will only be used for singular hypersurfaces 2, which are necessarily non- 
linear. 
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of 3 Mith a hyperplane lp has a singular locus whose dimension is either 
d- 1, d, or d+ 1. 
Choose the coordinate system so that the equations belonging to Y and 
Z?‘ are x0 = 0 and cp(x,, . . . . xN + , ) = 0, their intersection W- being therefore 
represented by the (non-identical) equation 
1(/b I, . . . . -xN+ 1) = do, x1, ..‘, ,yN+ 1) =o. 
Then the equations 
44x ,,..., xN+l)=o, g= ... r-&o 
1 N+I 
of the singular locus Y of (10) are derived from the &fining 
acp 
dx,,...,.x,+,)=0, K= .” 
acp =-=() 
0 
ax 
N+I 
(10) 
(11) 
equations 
(12) 
of the singular locus Y; of 5?‘ by adding and omitting the respective condi- 
tions x0 = 0 and @/ax, = 0. Hence the dimension of (11) does not differ 
from d by more than 1 since @/ax, is not identically a non-zero constant, 
and the lemma follows from our introductory remarks and the fact that 
d + 1 is less than the dimension N- 1 of W”. 
Most hyperplanes 2 give rise to sections W having singular loci of mini- 
mal dimension. To give quantitative expression to this phenomenon 
associated with Lemma 1, we shall make use of the familiar 
LEMMA 2. Let % be any r-dimensional projective variety (v”hether 
absolutely irreducible or not) that is defined by s homogeneous equations of 
degree not exceeding p containing coefficients in IF, and n, + 1 unknowns. 
Then the number of points on @ with components in F, is O(q’), where the 
constant implied by the O-notation depends at most on n,, p, and s. 
Many of our applications of this proposition invoke the very easily 
proved special case, where % is a hypersurface. As for the general form of 
the lemma required in the remaining instances, this can be confirmed by 
referring to p. 229 of Heath-Brown’s paper [6] or by adopting an 
inductive procedure having some affinity to that in our Section 3. 
In the particular case where r = 0, the bound 0( 1) supplied by this 
lemma is easily seen to remain valid when the defining equations and their 
solutions are allowed to belong to any extension whatsoever of IF,. This 
comment is the basis of the first application of the lemma to our present 
end, since it provides a simple demonstration of the intermediate. 
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LEMMA 3.’ Let @ be defined as in Lemma 2. Then it only contains 0( 1) 
(absolutely) irreducible varieties of dimension r, where again the constant 
implied by the O-symbolism depends at most on n 1, p, and s. 
Form the intersection %, = 4V n CZ? of dimension zero of @ and a generic 
linear space of dimension n, - r. Then there is no irreducible component of 
% of dimension r that does not contribute points to %!I) although no points 
of aI can belong to more than one such component. The result therefore 
follows by applying Lemma 2 and its accompanying comment to the 
variety aI that is defined by s + r 6 s + n, equations. 
Returning to the theme of Lemma 1, we can now establish 
LEMMA 4. Let 9 be a given singular hypersurface over F, that satisfies 
the conditions laid down in Lemma 1 so that d # -1. Then, if the coordinate 
system be fixed and 9 be the hyperplane mx = 0 where m E F:+‘, the 
intersections W = 3’ n 9’ have singular loci of dimensions d and d + 1, 
respectively, for only O(q Nf1) and O(qN) affine determinations of m, where 
the O-constants depend at most on N and the degree of 3’. 
For all but the last part of the proof, we reason through the viewpoint 
of Lemma 1 and temporarily express a given hyperplane 9 as x0 = 0 by a 
non-singular transformation having coeffkients in [F,. 
Suppose first that the singular locus Y of W” have projective dimension 
d + 1. Then, since the dimension of (11) is d + 1, the effect of adding the 
condition x0 = 0 to (12) cannot depress its dimension so that x0 = 0 must 
contain an irreducible component of Y; of dimension d. Hence, reverting to 
the original given coordinate system, we infer that Y comprehends at least 
one of the bounded number of irreducible components of Y; of dimension 
d described by Lemma 3. But the eligible set of affine vectors m corre- 
sponding to the inclusion of such an irreducible component forms a linear 
space over [F, of dimension not exceeding N + 2 - d - 1 = N - d + 1, since 
otherwise its linear complement in projective guise would have dimension 
less than the dimension d of the included irreducible component. Since 
there are altogether O(qNAd+ ’ ) different non-zero affrne vectors m 
answering to this situation, the second part of the lemma follows save when 
d=O. 
Next, in counting the number of 9’ for which the dimension of Y is d, 
we may disregard those containing an irreducible component of Y; of 
dimension d because these have already been shown to have cardinality 
O(qN+ ’ ). Transforming any remaining 9 so its equation becomes x0 = 0 as 
* A theorem of van der Waarden 112, pp. 116-1231 shows in fact that the total number of 
irreducible components of I is 0( 1). But the proof of this is much longer than that of the 
incomplete result that is all we require here. 
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before, we see that the addition of this equation to (12) gives a locus 
of dimension d- 1 whereas the deletion of the condition S~/S.Y, = 0 
from the augmented set gives rise to the locus .Y’ of higher dimension d 
Since there are therefore points on I for which d~/$.u,, #O and 
acp/ax, = . . = acppx,, + , = 0 and since the transformed equation of 9 is 
s,=O, it follows that 9 is a genuine tangent hyperplane. Consequently, 
the partial derivatives Sq/iis,, . . . . @/d.v, + , being algebraically dependent 
when x,,, . . . . -y,v + , are governed by the original (absolutely irreducible) 
equation cp(.u,, . . . . .Y,~+ , ) - 0 of I, we conclude that m,,, . . . . nrN+, are 
subject to a non-trivial polynomial condition G(m,, . . . . nzN + , ) = 0, which 
completes the demonstration by implying through Lemma 2 that the 
number of affme nz is O(qN+ ‘). 
Were it not for the possibility that p might divide the degree of cp, the 
remaining case where d = 0 and .40 has dimension 1 could be dismissed with 
relative ease by means of the above ideas. As it is, we must delve a bit 
deeper by expressing the singular locus Y in terms of the conditions 
cp(xo ,... ,xN+,)=O, mx=O, 
aq g=%“m, ,..., r =;l”mN+,, (13) 
0 N + I 
where g is taken to be one less than the degree of cp for technical reasons 
associated with elimination theory. In the case in point, where d = 0 and m 
must lead to an Y of dimension 1, the deletion of the second condition 
mx = 0 from (13) does not affect the dimension3 since Euler’s theorem 
shows that this condition is certainly implied by the others there save when 
x belongs to the zero dimensional set of singular points on 9‘ for which 
2 = 0. Hence, the intersection of the consequential modification of Y with 
the generic hyperplane 
[oxo+ “’ +IN+,xN+, =o 
being non-null if and only if Y have dimension 1, we require that the 
resultant system of the N+ 3 homogeneous forms 
acp aq 
q(x), ix, z - i”m,, . . . . r - i”m Ntl 
0 N+l 
shall vanish identically. Thus, by taking out the coefficients of the various 
power products of lo, . . . . iN+, from these resultants, we find a system of 
forms in F,[m,, . . . . mN+, ] whose vanishing expresses a necessary and 
sufficient condition that Y have dimension 1. Consequently, whether or not 
3 This reasoning is introduced in order to simplify the later formation of the resultant 
system. 
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yet restricted to have components in F,, the requisite vectors m are all 
those lying on a projective variety 011. 
Supposing that @ has dimension s and then adopting appropriate con- 
ventions regarding the indexing of coordinates in vectors, we infer that one 
of the irreducible components of 02 of like dimension possesses a generic 
point p = (1, pi, . . . . p,,,+ I) having constituents with transcendence degree s 
over IF,. To this point ,LL there corresponds the one dimensional locus 
9 = 9’(p) containing a point 5 = (1, 4,) . . . . tN+, ), whose components form 
a set having respective transcendence degrees 1 and t b 1 over IF&) and 
F,. The point 5 being therefore in particular non-singular on Y, we deduce 
from (13) that pl, . . . . pLN + 1 are algebraically dependent on 5,) . . . . tN+, in 
relation to F, so that certainly s d t <N. Also, if s were equal to N, then 
t = N and it would follow that tl, . . . . t,-, were algebraically dependent on 
p,, . . . . pN + , . But this is inconsistent with the transcendence of one of the 
ti over F,(p), and we therefore see that % has a projective dimension not 
exceeding N - 1. Another appeal to Lemma 2 then completes the proof. 
The conclusions of Lemma 4 cease to be literally true when d= N - 2 
unless appropriate multiplicities be attributed to certain of the intersections 
“V. Instead, we have 
LEMMA 5. Let .9 be a given singular hypersurface over 5, having a 
singular locus of dimension d = N - 2. Then, if the coordinate system be fixed 
and 9 be the hyperplane mx = 0 where m E Fff2, the intersections 
W = d” n Y have singular loci of dimension d- 1 save for at most O(qN+ I) 
affine determinations of m. 
We need only recapitulate parts of the arguments adduced in support of 
Lemmata 1 and 4, yet again beginning by expressing the equation of 9 as 
x0 = 0. Since the singular locus of YY certainly has dimension d - 1 when 
(11) is of like dimension, we need only slightly modify the third paragraph 
in the proof of Lemma 4 in order to show that the exceptional hyperplanes 
Y either contain an irreducible component of Y1 or are genuine hyper- 
tangents to 9. The result then follows by applying Lemmata 2 and 3. 
3. THE FIRST PROOF 
The geometrical preliminaries being over, we are empowered to establish 
the basic identities upon which the first method depends. Since these 
express relationships between estimates for various hypersurfaces, it is first 
desirable to write v and e in (5) as v(9) and e(d) in order to indicate the 
variety 9 to which they appertain, where n in (q”+’ - l)/(q - 1) is the 
projective dimension of 8. Next, for any triplet of integers d, n, p satisfying 
64.‘38/3-7 
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0 d d < n - 1 and p > 2, let Rd.,, = R, ,,,, sj denote any function of q that has 
the property that 
42“‘) = WR,,,) (14) 
for all hypersurfaces d over lF, having degree p. dimension n, and singular 
locus of dimension d, the constant implicit in the O-notation being dependent 
at most on n and p. Then, having verified4 that such functions always exist 
because q ‘+’ is a legitimate choice of Rdn, we shall next show that, for 
O<ddn-3, 
in the sense that 
1 
qrd- I,n- 1 + rd,n -I +i rd+ l.n- I + 1 
is an allowable value of R,, whenever rdp ,,n , , rd.“- ,, rd+l,n- I are values 
Of Rd-,I,n-l,Rd,n~~,Rdfl.n~l appertaining to a common value of p. 
Reminiscent of the rules governing the use of the O-symbol, this convention 
regarding the symbol R,, is perpetuated in much of our later work and, 
in particular, in the special relation 
Rd., = qR,- 1.n 1 + 4” ~ ’ (16) 
that will replace (15) when d = n - 2. 
To demonstrate (15) for 0 Q d < n - 3, any hypersurface 9’ of the type 
present in (14) is stratified in terms of all its sections d n (mx = 0), which 
will themselves be of dimension n - 1 and degree p in view of our initial 
comments about absolute irreducibility and singular loci. Associated with 
each point on ZE that is represented by an element of [Fnyf2, there are 
4 ’ + ’ - 1 different non-zero affine vectors m in lFi+2 with the property that 
aforesaid point lies on the hyperplane mx = 0. Hence 
(4 “‘I-l)v(%)= 1 v(.F n (mx = 0)), (17) 
mtF;+*m#o 
while the parallel identity 
n+‘--1 (4 fl+l-l)q 
q-1 
= c e+qyq- 1) 
me[F;+*.m#O 4-l 
4 Strictly speaking, this verilication is unnecessary because the existence of R,, emerges 
from our later inductive methods. 
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may be verified directly or by letting 3 in (17) become a hyperplane. 
Subtracting the latter from the former, we obtain 
(4 n+‘- l)e(z.z)= 1 e(2Z n (mx = 0)) - q”(q - l), 
mEF;+2.m#0 
to which an application of (14) and Lemma 4 results in the equation 
4 n+1e(~“)=O(q”+2R,~,,,~,+qn+1Rd,_l+q”Rd+1,,_i+qn+‘) 
containing an O-constant that depends at most on n and p. This establishes 
(15); the proof of (16) is similar except that it uses Lemma 5 instead of 
Lemma 4. 
Since our purpose is to use (15) and (16) to show that the general (7) 
for hypersurfaces follows from the special (6), we may confine our attention 
to the estimation of R,, = Rd.n,p in the situation where d > 0 and where 
therefore p b 2; furthermore, (7) being trivial for d= n - 1 because of 
Lemma 2 and (5), we may also assume that d < n - 2. With these conven- 
tions understood, we then reach our objective by first demonstrating that, 
for any non-negative integer r, we have 
subject to the qualification that the constant implied by the O-notation in 
(14) depends on all of p, n, and r. 
We use a triple induction in which the parameters are treated in the 
order r, d, n. The first step being therefore to validate (18),,,, we initiate 
the induction with respect to d by deducing from (6) that (18),,, and, in 
particular, (18),,, n are true in the unneeded case where d = - 1, p 2 2, and 
n 2 d+ 2 = 1. Let us therefore assume the truth of (IS),,, for all n 3 A + 2 
when d has a given value A not less than - 1. Then, if n = A + 3, we find 
that 
R d+l,n=q d,n-1 R +q”-’ =q(n+d+2)/2 +q”-*+q”44(q(“+d+2’/2) 
by (16) and the inductive hypothesis, wherefore 
R A + I,n = 4 (n + A + 2V2 
in confirmation of (18),,, + ,,n for the smallest appropriate value of n. This 
completes the initial stage of the inductive argument with respect to n, 
which is continued by supposing that (18),,, + ,,n holds for some value of 
n not less than A + 3. Since all assumptions so far adopted imply that 
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R 3 + 1.u + I = qR,.,z + R., + ,.,z + f R, + z.,, + 1 
“4 
IPl+J+3),2+qlr I +q’” kJ+21.2+l,” 2+q” I 
by (15) and Lemma2, we infer that 
R A+l.rr+l =4 
(n+A+3);2 
+ 9” ~~ ’
and hence that (18),, + l,n is valid for all n > A + 3. Therefore, by induction 
on d, we end the first part of the argument involving r by concluding that 
(18h.n is true whenever 12 3 d + 2. 
We therefore continue by letting r be a non-negative integer such that 
(18L,,n holds when n > d + 2. As an introduction to the following induc- 
tion on d that is needed for the induction on r, we note that for n = d + 2 
the already substantiated (18),,,, is equivalent to 
R,,, = q 
,n + df 1 )I2 
and hence to the equation 
41, n = q 
(II+d+lv2+qn~ r-2. 
which implies that (18),,,, is legitimate in this special instance for all 
values of r. Therefore, having made our hypothesis about r, let us further- 
more suppose that (18),+ I,dn has already been established when d has a 
given value A and n > A + 2. Then, it just having been shown that we need 
only consider the range n 2 A + 4 when extending (18),+ ,,d,n to the next 
value A + 1 of d, Eq. (15) transforms R, + ,,,, into 
when n is thus restricted. In this we may take 
R A.n- 1 = 9 
ln+A)/? + q,l r-4 
by the inductive hypothesis on d, while 
R A+l.n--l=q 
().+~,+1)/2+~fl-r-> R 
il+2,,1-I =4 
,,1+ A + 2112 
+9”-‘~- 3 
by the hypothesis on r or by the estimate for R, + 2,,, i given by Lemma 2 
when n = A + 4. Therefore 
R A + 1.n = 4 (n+Af2)J? 
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whence WV,+ I,d.n is established for all d in view of its truth for d = - 1 and 
p > 2. Consequently, completing the inductive argument on Y, we confirm 
(18L,,, for n > d+ 2, where it is worthy of note that induction with respect 
to n was only used to produce the formula for the initial case Y = 0. 
We need only choose r so that 
ra(n-d-5)/2 
in order to obtain the required 
THEOREM 1. Let Y be a prqjective hypersurface over [F, having dimen- 
sion n > 1 and singular locus of dimension d. Then the number of points on 
Y^  having coordinates in F, is equal to 
4 n+‘-1 q- 1 + O(q’n+d+‘)‘2), 
where the constant implied by the O-notation depends at most on n and the 
degree of V. 
4. THE SECOND PROOF 
The above derivation of Theorem 1 from (6) depended solely on simple 
geometrical facts having little direct relevance of the detailed structure of 
varieties over finite fields. It is therefore less specialized in nature than our 
second procedure, in which our use of general geometrical principles and 
induction is abated by our adopting an arithmetical or statistical approach 
to the relations between a complete intersection and its linear sections. 
The treatment must begin with a brief resume of the relevant properties 
of complete intersections and their singular loci. A complete intersection of 
dimension N and (unordered) multi-degree (pi, . . . . pr) in an ambient 
projective space of N, = N+ r dimensions is a variety S!‘ of like dimension 
defined by r homogeneous equations 
(Pl(XO, ..., x/q,) = . ‘. = cp,(x,, . . . . XAI,) = 0, (19) 
where ‘pi, . . . . cp, of respective degrees p,, . . . . p, form a basis for the ideal $ 
belonging to 3; here it is essential that the ideal generated by cpi, .., cpr be 
its own radical, since in themselves the data up to (19) neither determine 
the unique multi-degree nor guarantee that the r equations in (19) can be 
replaced by another set of r equations answering to 9. Next, generalizing 
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the procedure at the beginning of Section 2. we agree that the set of 
simultaneous solutions of 
I); (x0, . ..( XN, ) = 0 (i= 1, . ..) r), rankbrad tiil,=,...r)<y (20) 
shall be designated the singular locus .Y of the equations 
Il/,(-%,, ..., XN, ) = = $,(x0, . ../ XN,) = 0. (21) 
Being obviously not less than N = N, - r, the dimension A of the variety W” 
defined by (21) is actually exactly N when Y has dimension d not exceed- 
ing N - 1, since otherwise in contrast with (20) we would have 
rank([grad $i]i= ,,,,,r) d (codimension of tangent space to V at x) 
<N,-A<r 
all all points of an irreducible component % of W of dimension A > N > d. 
In these circumstances, Macauley’s theorem [14] therefore shows that the 
ideal (tit, . . . . $,I is an unmixed ideal formed as the intersection [q, ,...,q,] 
of primary ideals of dimension N. If some qi in this be not equal to the 
primary ideal p, to which it appertains, then it is known that Y contains 
the irreducible component of dl* of dimension N corresponding to5 p,. 
Hence, whenever of dimension d less than N, the locus Y is the singular 
locus of W as usually defined and %+- itself is a complete intersection6 of 
dimension N. 
We are now qualified to consider the intersection of 3 with a hyperplane 
9 when 3 defined by (19) is a complete intersection of dimension N 
having a singular locus whose dimension d satisfies 0 6 d < N - 1. Such an 
intersection W = 3 n J.Z is defined by a set 3? of r + 1 equations of type 
(21) that is produced by adding an equation mx =0 to (19). Hence, par- 
tially copying the initial stage in the proof of Lemma 1 by selecting the 
coordinate system in such a way that Y has equation ?cO = 0, we observe 
after a short calculation that x0 = 0 is the only constituent in the equations 
for the singular locus Y of %? that is not inherent in those for the singular 
locus q of 3. Consequently the dimension of Y is greater than or equal 
’ It is not easy to locate a proof in the literature. However, one expressed in the language 
of schemes is given during the treatment of Proposition 2.2 in Altman and Kleiman’s book 
[ 11; alternatively, a demonstration is easily obtained by transforming a, and p, into zero 
dimensional ideals defined over a suitable transcendental extension of F,. 
6 Indeed, in the case d< N - 2, which is the only one of non-trivial interest to us later, the 
variety W is actually irreducible, since any two irreducible components of a complete inter- 
section meet in a variety of dimension N- 1 containing the singular locus. But here we can 
avoid appealing to this property, the demonstration of which lies rather deeper than that of 
any other geometrical result we use. 
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to d- 1, our earlier comments implying in the latter instance that the 
singular locus of w  is also of dimension d - 1 and that w  is a complete 
intersection of dimension N - 1 in the ambient space of N, dimensions. 
We must then consider those hyperplanes 9 with equations mx = 0 for 
which Y has dimension exceeding d- 1. As in Section 2, O(qN’) is the 
(afline) cardinality of such hyperplanes that enclose some component of Y; 
having dimension d. Also, by an expansion of other arguments deployed in 
Section 2, any other such hyperplane Y must contain a (genuine) tangent 
space of 9’ so that m is expressible by means of 
m = A1 grad cpl(.u) + ... + 2, grad q,(x), 
where x lies on 9 and hence on some irreducible component of 9 of 
dimension N. If we first regard AI, . . . . I., as indeterminates and take x to be 
a generic point of the above component of P’, the resulting (projective) ray 
has N, + 1 components that are polynomials in a set of variables having 
transcendence degree N + r = N, over F 4; these components of m are there- 
fore subject to an homogeneous polynomial constraint Y(m,, . . . . mN1) = 0 
that is preserved for any specializations of l1, . . . . 1, and of any specializa- 
tion of x to a point on this component off. Therefore, by Lemmata 2 and 
3, there are merely O(qN1) afline m for which the hyperplanes 9 contain 
a tangent space of 9”. 
A summation of what has so far been achieved completes the preliminary 
part of our proof and allows us to conclude that there are only O(qN’) 
affine values of m for which “$4’” is not a complete intersection of dimension 
N - 1 having a singular locus of dimension d - 1. 
The heart of the second method is the evaluation of the moment. 
M= M(T) = C (v -qv(m))2, 
mEiFfl+’ 
where we adjust our previous notation by writing v = v(S) and 
v(m) = v(%o n (mx = 0)). This being equal to 
4 “‘+‘v’-2qvmEs +, v(m)+q* C v2(m), 
q’ mEFyNI+’ 
(22) 
we treat the sums in the second and third terms by using a definite 
coordinate representation x of each point in the projective space of N, 
dimensions over IF,. With this assistance, we obtain the equality 
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that is virtually tantemount to ( 17). Similarly 
Inserting these estimates in (22) and then using Lemma 2, we derive the 
inequality 
M,<q NI+2V=O(qNI+N+Z) 
that is the source of the alternative method. 
The above bound implies that 
v = qv(m) + o(q’N+ y, (23) 
for at least iqN1+’ of the qN1+ ’ possible afline determinations of m. But, of 
these, by our preliminary discussion, there are not more than O(qN1) 
corresponding to a section 9 n (mx = 0) that is not a complete intersection 
of dimension N- 1 with a singular locus of dimension d- 1. Hence, for 
4 ’ 40 = qo(N,) = 4O(Nl? P13 ...? p,), there is certainly an afIine vector m for 
which both (23) holds and d n (mx= 0) is a complete intersection of 
dimension N- 1 possessing a singular locus of dimension d- 1. 
Let us now define the maximal degree p of a complete intersection 
having multi-degree (p,, . . . . p,) to be the value of a maximal component p,. 
Then, extending the definition of R,, = Rd.n,p in (14) in the obvious way 
to complete intersections having maximal degree p in a given ambient 
space over F,, we deduce that 
R,,, = qR,p ,,,, ~, + qcn+ “‘I 
and therefore 
R R,-,,n-, dn 1 2= 
4” q”-’ 4 
+ (rz-II)/2 
for q>qb because of the identity 
4 
n+l -1 q”- 1 
q-l -4 q-l =l. i > 
(24) 
Our conclusion (23) is a weak form of what Katz has shown to be 
attainable through the theory of perversity [S]. Yet it suffices for our 
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current purposes because its corollary (24) is an improved form of our 
previous (15) and (16). In fact, for q > q;1 and 0 < d 6 n - 2, it implies that 
or, in other words, that 
R,, = q d+‘R_,,n-dp, +q’“+“+“‘“, 
in which 
R-+d-,=4 
,n - d- 1)/Z 
by the special non-singular case (6) already proved by Deligne. Hence 
(n + df 1 )I? 
Rd.n=q 2 
where the condition q > q: can obviously be now discarded and where the 
other condition d # n - 1 is also superfluous on account of Lemma 2. In 
view of the nature of the O-constants occurring in the earlier relevant 
lemmata, we have thus established 
THEOREM 2. Let Y’ be a projective complete intersection over F, in an 
ambient space of n, dimensions and let it have dimension n and a singular 
locus of dimension d. Then the number of points on Y having components in 
IF, equals 
4 n+l -1 
+ O(q (n+d+l)/Z 
q-1 
15 
where the constant implied by the O-notation depends at most on n, and the 
multi-degree of Y. 
The estimate supplied by the theorem is devoid of interest when d = n - 1 
because it is then merely an unhelpful restatement of Lemma 2. But in this 
situation the remainder terms may be improved to O(q(n+d’/2) = O(qnP ‘I’) 
as in (4) provided that Y be absolutely irreducible. 
Theorem 2 is seen to be best possible for any choice of d by taking 3’ 
to be an appropriate (projective) cone having a vertex of dimension d, 
although there are less trivial examples that lead to the same conclusion. 
On the other hand, there is no difficulty in finding other singular varieties 
V for which e(V) is of a lower order of magnitude than the upper bound 
given by the theorem. To distinguish between these contrasting cases is 
important because estimates for e(V) have many applications to the theory 
of numbers, and the formulation of a satisfactory criterion to effect this is 
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therefore a desideratum. But, on the scanty evidence at present available, 
all we can say as yet is that it seems as if there were only a minority of 
singular varieties for which the result of the theorem cannot be improved. 
5. APPLICATION TO AFFINE HYPERSURFACES 
We apply our work to the determination of the number N of points with 
coordinates in F, on an affrne hypersurface X given by a non-identical 
equation 
.f(X ,,...,x,+,)=O 
having coefficients in IF, and degree cr. Eliminating from examination the 
trivial case where f is linear, let V be the homogeneous completion of 2 
defined by the equation 
cpb,, ~~~‘xn+,)=x~f(x1/.%, ..., x,+,/x,)=0 
and suppose 9’” has a singular locus of dimension d. Then, if YY be the 
intersection Y n (x0 = 0) of V’ with the hypersurface x0 = 0, we have 
N= v(V) - v(W) (25) 
in the notation defined at the beginning of Section 3. Next, if d d n - 3, 
Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 (or 2) show successively that the dimension of 
the singular locus of Y%‘” does not exceed d + 1 and that 
the latter being then seen to be also valid for d b n - 2 because of Lemma 2. 
Hence, since also 
by Theorem 1 (or 2), we conclude from (25) that 
This result is still valid when 2 is an affine cone that answers to an 
homogeneous form f(xl, . . . . x,+ ,). But in this situation it is quicker and 
more natural to obtain the estimate by applying Theorem 1 (or 2) directly 
to the projective variety f(xr , . . . . x, + , ) = 0 lying in a projective space of n 
dimensions. 
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APPENDIX: NUMBER OF POINTS ON SINGULAR COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS 
Nicholas M. Katz 
In this appendix, we show how Deligne’s results in Weil II, together with 
some of the “classical” results of SGA7, Part I, on semiperversity of vanish- 
ing cycles, give a cohomological proof (Thm. 1) of Hooley’s estimate (see 
above) for the number of points on singular complete intersections over 
finite fields. The result in the nonsingular case, Theorem 8.1 of Deligne’s 
Weil I, is of course one of the most striking diophantine consequences of 
the Weil Conjectures. The result in the singular case, discovered by Hooley, 
does not seem to have been noted before. We also give a very useful result 
(Thm. 2) of Zak, which is well-known to the experts (and which I learned 
from Bill Fulton), but which does not seem to appear explicitly in the 
literature. 
THEOREM 1. Fix N> 1 and r 2 1 integers, and (d,, . . . . d,) an r-tuple of 
integers di 2 1. There exists a constant C(N; d,, . . . . d,) such that for any 
finite field k, and any complete intersection Xjk in PN+r of dimension N and 
multidegree (d,, . . . . d,), whose singular locus has dimension D (with the 
ICard(X(k))-Card(P\(k))l <C(N; d,, . . . . (I,)(Ji)“’ ‘+‘). 
ProoJ We use I-adic cohomology. For a fixed 1, we must work over 
fields of characteristic #I. Using two distinct l’s, we cover all cases. Thus 
we fix an I, and henceforth work only over fields k of characteristic ~1. 
Recall that Q,( -j) denotes the one-dimensional QP,-vector space on which 
Frob, acts as the scalar q’. 
The Lefschetz Trace Formula for X/k, 
Card(X(k)) = I(- 1)’ Trace(Frob, 1 H’(Xak R, QI)), 
the vanishing of H’(XOI, k, Q,) for i> 2N, and the fact [De-WII, 3.3.41 
that each Hi(X@,, R, Q,) is mixed of weight di reduce us to proving the 
following two assertions: 
(1) As X/k runs over all complete intersections of given dimension N 
and multidegree (d, , . . . . d,) over all fields k in which I is invertible, 
xi dim H’(XO, k, Q,) remains bounded, say by C,(N; d,, . . . . d,). 
(2) For N+ 1+ D<i<2N, 
H’(X@,k, Qe,)zQ,(-i/2) i even 
ZO i odd. 
Indeed, if (1) and (2) hold, then the theorem holds, with 
C(N; d,, . . . . d,) := N+ 1 + C,(N; d,, . . . . d,). 
Assertion (1) results from the existence of the universal family of com- 
plete intersections of dimension N and multidegree (d, , . . . . d,), say f: Y + S, 
and the constructibility of Rf!Q,. 
To prove assertion (2), we argue as follows. Suppose first that there 
exists over k a smooth complete intersection Y/k of dimension N and 
multidegree (d,, . . . . d,). Take defining equations 
(F , , . . . . F,) for X and (G,, . . . . G,) for Y, 
and consider the one-parameter family of varieties 2, defined by the 
simultaneous equations 
Hi := (1 - t) F, + tG;, i = 1, . . . . r, 
and the corresponding k-morphism 7~: Z + A’ with Z, := 7c ‘(t). 
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This morphism rc is a smooth complete intersection at t = 1, and hence 
over a dense open set of A’. So there exists a Zariski open neighborhood 
U of t = 0 in A’ such that over U - {0}, rc is a smooth complete inter- 
section of dimension N and multidegree (n,, . . . . d,). The sheaves R’Tc, Q, are 
all lisse on U- (0). By the weak Lefschetz theorem and Poincare duality, 
for N < i Q 2N, we have 
R’xL*Q, 1 U- {O} zQ,( -i/2) i even 
ZO i odd. 
By the semiperversity of vanishing cycles [SGA7 I, Expose I, Cor. 4.31 we 
have 
for i> N+ D + 1, the sheaf R’n,Q, is lisse on U. 
Since a lisse sheaf on U is uniquely determined by its restriction to the 
dense open U- (01, for N+D+ 1 <i62N, we have 
R%,Q, 1 Uz Q,( -i/2) i even 
FZ.0 i odd. 
By proper base change, the stalk at zero of R%c,Q, is H’(X@, k, a,), and 
so (2) is proven. 
In the general case, there may exist no smooth complete intersection 
of dimension N and multidegree (d,, . . . . d,) Y defined over k. But over 
any finite extension k,/k of sufficiently large degree n, there does exist 
such a Y. The above argument applied over k, then shows that for 
N+l+D<i<2N, 
dim H’(XOk R, a,) = 0 i odd 
= 1 i even, 
and that for i even, N + 1 + D < i6 2N, and for every sufficiently large n, 
(Frob,)” acts on the one-dimensional space H’(XOk k, a,) as the scalar 
(qi12)“. Taking two large, relatively prime n’s, we infer that for such an 
even i, Frob, acts on the one-dimensional space H’(X@, R, CP,) as the 
scalar qi’2. Q.E.D. 
Remark. An alternate and more explicit approach to the constant 
C(N; d,, . . . . d,), is due to Bombieri [Born]. We have proven that the 
rational function 
Zeta(X/k; T)/Zeta(PN/k; T) 
has all of its reciprocal zeroes and poles of weight <N + D + 1. So we may 
take for C(N; di, . . . . d,) any bound for the “total degree,” i.e., the total 
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number of zeroes and poles, of this rational function. Since Zeta( P N/k; T) 
has total degree NS 1, we may take 
C( N; d, , . . . . d,) = N + 1 + totdegZeta(X/k; T). 
Expressing X virtually in terms of the 2’ partial unions of the hypersurfaces 
F, = 0, [Born, Thm. 21 applied to the afFine pieces of each gives an estimate 
of the form 
with 
totdegZeta(X/k; T) d 2’A ‘, 
B:=N+r. 
THEOREM 2 (Zak). Fix N 3 1 and r > 1 integers, and (d,, . . . . d,) an 
r-tuple of integers d, > 2. For any field k, any complete intersection X/k in 
IFpN+’ of dimension N and multidegree (d, , . . . . d,), whose singular locus has 
dimension D (with the convention that D = -1 for X/k smooth), and any 
hyperplane H in PN +r, the dimension of the singular locus of Xn H is at 
most D+ 1. 
Proof: If D = -1, i.e., if X is nonsingular, this is proven in [Fu-Laz, 
7.53. In the general case, we argue by contradiction, as follows. With no 
loss of generality, we may assume that the field k is algebraically closed. 
Suppose that the dimension of the singular locus (Xn H)si”g of Xn H is 
z D + 2. Let L be a sufficiently general linear subspace of PN + ’ of 
codimension D + 1. Then Xn L is a nonsingular complete intersection 
(indeed, if we denote by Xnsing the smooth part of X, then Xnsing n L is 
smooth, by the standard calculation of the dimension of the “dual variety,” 
and Xsing n L = 0). Then Xn L n H has at most isolated singularities, by 
the “D = - 1” case of the theorem. But Xn L n H = Xn H n L is singular 
at every point of (X n H)si”g n L, which has dimension > 1. This contra- 
diction proves the theorem. Q.E.D. 
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